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INTRODUCTION
Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed field
K. This is the first of a series of papers in which faithful matrix representa-
tions of A are studied from the perspective of classification of K-algebras.
Because A is retrievable from any of its faithful modules, the investigation
is aimed at information common to all faithful A-modules. In other words,
our goal is ``canonical data'' on A, rather than the canonical form in the
usual sense.
It turns out that local uniform A-modules provide meaningful ways to
filter and to organize data in matrix representations of A. A faithful direct
sum of local uniforms is called a Jordan module; and the representation
afforded by a Jordan module is called a Jordan representation. It is proved
in Theorem 2.5 that the number of direct summands in a minimal Jordan
representation is uniquely determined by the two-sided socle of A.
An algebra is said to be of finite context type if it has a faithful module
whose submodule lattice is finite. When A is an algebra of finite context
type, a striking resemblance can be found among its minimal Jordan
modules, and among its minimal Jordan representations. Between any two
minimal Jordan modules there exists a K-isomorphism that induces natu-
ral isomorphisms on the submodule lattices of the corresponding direct
 .summands Theorem 3.11 . Those minimal Jordan modules are not neces-
sarily isomorphic A-modules. Nevertheless, the matrix representations
determined by them share a structure, formulated in what is called the
spectral matrix. The spectral matrices of minimal Jordan representations of
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A, depending largely on local uniform A-modules, are basically unique up
 .to similarity via a diagonal matrix over K Theorem 4.14 . That is the
reason why they are called the spectral Jordan canonical form of A.
Because of its computability, the spectral Jordan canonical form of A
serves effectively as an indicator for isomorphic algebras of finite context
type.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, K stands for an algebraically closed field, A a
finite-dimensional basic K-algebra, and M a finitely generated left A-
 4module. Let E s e , . . . , e be a fixed set of orthogonal primitive idem-1 n
potents of A such that e q ??? qe s 1. Following convention we will1 n
write J for the Jacobson radical of A, S for the socle of A , and M* forA A
 .Hom M, K . It is well known that JM is the radical of M, and that eJe isK
the radical of eAe if e is an idempotent of A. For a submodule N of M,
 .  < 4by N : M we mean the set a g A aM : N .
Let x be an element of M. If Ax is a local submodule of M, then x is
called a local element of M. When x is local, Ax s Ae x for one and onlyi
one e g E; we say that x is E-local if further e x s x.i i
An element a of A is called left local if Aa is a local left ideal, and right
local if aA is a local right ideal. A two-sided local element, or simply a local
element, of A is an element that is both left and right local.
Remark 1.1. a. Let e be a primitive idempotent of A. For any x g M
 .with ex / 0, Aex being a homomorphic image of Ae is a local submodule
of M. That is, every nonzero element of eM is a local element. Since
M s e M [ ??? [ e M as K-spaces, M has a K-basis of E-local elements,1 n
referred to as an E-local basis.
b. Suppose that a is a right local element of A. Then every nonzero
element of Aa is right local. Consequently, the left ideal Aa has a K-basis
of two-sided local elements. But not every left ideal L of A has a basis of
two-sided local elements.
c. Every two-sided ideal I of A has the decomposition I s
[ e Ie , which implies that I has a K-basis of two-sided E-locali je , e g Ei j
elements.
d. Because A is a basic algebra and K is algebraically closed, each
irreducible one-sided module is a 1-dimensional K-space. Thus, As s
Ks s sA is a two-sided ideal if s is a local element of A in Soc A lA
Soc A .A
LEMMA 1.2. The intersection of the left socle and the right socle of A is
equal to the two-sided socle S of A.
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Proof. Denote by T the intersection of Soc A and Soc A . Let I be aA A
minimal two-sided ideal of A. Since Soc A is essential in A, I l Soc AA A A
is a nonzero two-sided ideal contained in I. So we must have that
I s I l Soc A F Soc A. Similarly, I F Soc A . Therefore, S F T. Con-A A A
 .versely, let s be a local element in T. According to Remark 1.1 d ,
As s Ks s sA is a minimal two-sided ideal; hence s g Soc A and T F S.A A
 .The height of M, written as ht M , is the length of the longest proper
 .chain of local submodules in M; and the height of x, written as ht x , is
defined to be the height of Ax.
Remark 1.3. Let x and y be elements of M.
a. The height of x is equal to k if and only if J ky1 x / 0 but
k ky1  .J x s 0, that is, if and only if 0 / J x F Soc M. In particular, ht x s 1
if and only if 0 / x g Soc M.
 .  .   .  .4b. It follows directly from a that ht x q y F max ht x , ht y , and
 .   .  .4  .  .that ht x q y s max ht x , ht y if ht x / ht y .
 .  .c. When M is faithful, ht L s ht LM for any left ideal L of A. In
 .  .  .   . < 4particular, for a g A, ht a s ht Aa s ht AaM s max ht ax x g M .
k  <  . 4 kd. Let Soc M denote the set x g M ht x F k . Then each Soc M
k  < k 4  k .is a submodule of M and Soc M s x g M J x s 0 s r.ann J . IfM
 .ht M s p,
0 s Soc0M - Soc M - Soc2M - ??? - Soc pM s M
is a proper chain of submodules of M.
e. For 1 F k F p y 1, any basis of Soc kM can be extended to a basis
of Soc kq1M. A basis of M obtained in this way from Soc M is called a
minimal basis of M, because the sum of the heights of the elements in
 4such a basis is the least among the bases of M. When x , . . . , x is a1 m
 .   . <minimal basis of M and y s a x q ??? qa x , ht y s max ht x1 1 m m k
4a / 0 .k
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let P be a finitely generated projecti¨ e A-module. For
submodules L and N of P, PrL and PrN are isomorphic A-modules if and
 .only if there exists an isomorphism f g End P such that L f s N.A
This paper assumes only a very modest background, which can be found
w x w xin 1 and Chapters ii and viii of 3 .
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2. JORDAN REPRESENTATIONS
It is well known that the algebra A generated by a complex matrix X is
completely determined by the degree of its elementary divisors in the
minimal polynomial. For example, if X has the minimal polynomial
n n1 kp t s t y a ??? t y a , .  .  .1 k
then A ( A [ ??? [ A , where1 k
t t ??? t1 2 ni
. . .0 . . .ni . . .w xA s C t r t y a ( . : .i i . .. . t2. . 0
0 t1
In this case the regular representation A ( A [ ??? [ A is the sim-A A 1 A k
plest faithful A-module with each A uniserial. Not every algebra has aA i
faithful module that is a direct sum of uniserial modules. However, every
algebra has a faithful direct sum of local uniform modules. For simplicity,
we call a faithful direct sum of local uniforms a Jordan module, and the
corresponding representation a Jordan representation.
LEMMA 2.1. Let L , . . . , L be left ideal of A. The following statements1 m
are equi¨ alent.
a. The left A-module M s ArL [ ??? [ ArL is faithful.1 m
 .b. The intersection L l ??? l L l S contains no two-sided local1 m
elements of A.
 .c. For any primiti¨ e idempotents e and f , L l ??? l L l eSf s 0.1 m
 .  .  .Proof. a « b . Suppose that L l ??? l L l S has a local ele-1 m
ment s. Then sA s Ks s As F L l ??? l L , which implies that s g1 m
 .l.ann M and M is not faithful.A
 .  .b « c is a direct consequence of the fact that every element in eSf
is a local element of A.
 .  .  .  .c « a . Since l.ann M : L l ??? l L , we have l.ann M lA 1 m A
 .eSf s 0 for all e, f g E; and equivalently l.ann M l S s 0. However,A
 .I l S / 0 for any nonzero two-sided ideal I of A. Condition c thus
 .implies that l.ann M s 0 and M is faithful.A
Let x be a local element of M. A submodule N of M maximal subject
 .to x f N is called T-complement of x or of Ax in M. For any submodule
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M9 of M with x f M9, by Zorn's lemma there exists a T-complement N of
x in M that contains M9.
Remark 2.2. Suppose that N is a T-complement of a local element x
in M.
a. N l Ax s Rad Ax s Jx.
b. dim Soc M y dim Soc N F 1; the equality holds if and only if xK A K A
belongs to Soc M.A
LEMMA 2.3. Let N be a submodule M. Then MrN is uniform if and only
if N is a T-complement of some local element x of M.
 .Proof. « Suppose that MrN is uniform. Among the local submod-
ules of M not contained in N, choose a minimal one Ax. It is necessary
 .that Ax l N s Jx. Since MrN is uniform, Ax q N rN ( AxrJx / 0 is
the unique irreducible in MrN. Thus, any submodule L of M which
contains N properly also contains Ax q N. Therefore, N is a T-comple-
ment of x in M.
 .¥ Suppose that N is a T-complement of a local element x in M.
Let L be a submodule of M. If L contains N properly, then L contains
 .Ax by the definition of a T-complement. That is, Ax q N rN is the
unique irreducible of MrN, or MrN is uniform.
Remark 2.4. Suppose that M is a local uniform A-module. Then for
some e g E and some x g M, M s Ae x and M ( ArL ( Ae rLe , wherei i i i
 .  .  .L s l.ann e x . Note that 1 y e g L and L s A 1 y e [ L l Ae sA i i i i
 .A 1 y e [ Le .i i
a. By Lemma 2.3, L is a T-complement left ideal in A and Le is ai
T-complement submodule in Ae .i
b. Suppose that S is not contained in L. Then Se cannot bei
 .  .contained in Le since S s S 1 y e [ Se with S 1 y e F L. Fromi i i i
 .Remark 1.1 b we know that a left local element of Se is actually ai
two-sided local element. Thus for some two-sided local element se g S, Li
and Le are left T-complements of se in A and Ae , respectively.i i i
c. If M ( ArL for some left ideal L with S ­ L, then M is a
leading local uniform. It is immediate from the definition that M is leading
if and only if SM / 0. Suppose that Se M / 0 for some e g E. Theni i
Se x / 0 for some x g M. It is clear that x cannot be in JM. Thereforei
M s Ax s Ae x ( ArL ( Ae rLe for some left ideal L containing 1 y e .i i i i
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that S has dimension k o¨er K. Then there exists a
Jordan A-module N s N [ ??? [ N such that each N is a leading local1 k i
uniform. Con¨ersely, if M s M [ ??? [ M is a Jordan A-module, then1 p
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 4p G k and M , . . . , M contains leading local uniforms M , . . . , M such1 p i i1 k
that M [ ??? [ M is faithful.i i1 k
Proof. Let s , . . . , s be an E-local basis of S. Say, each s is equal to1 k i
 .s f for some f g E. It is clear from Remark 1.1 d that,i i i
s f A 1 y f q As [ ??? [ As [ As [ ??? [ As . .  .i i 1 iy1 iq1 k
So there exists a left T-complement LX of s in A such thati i
LX G A 1 y f q As [ ??? [ As [ As [ ??? [ As . .  .i i 1 iy1 iq1 k
By Lemma 2.3 and Remark 2.4, each ArL is a leading local uniform.i
Note that
S l LX s Ks [ ??? [ Ks [ Ks [ ??? [ Ks ,i 1 iy1 iq1 k
and that
S l LX l ??? l LX s Ks [ ??? [ Ks .1 i iq1 k
 X X . XIn particular, S l L l ??? l L s 0. According to Lemma 2.1, ArL1 k 1
[ ??? [ ArLX is faithful, hence a Jordan module.k
For the second statement, consider a Jordan module M s M [ ??? [1
M . Applying Remark 2.4, we assume that each summand M s ArL (p i i
Af rL f for some f g E and some left T-complement L in A containingi i i i i
 .A 1 y f .i
First we show that S F Af q ??? qAf . Suppose not. Then there exists1 p
an E-local element s g S _ Af q ??? qAf . Necessarily, se s s / 0 for1 p
 4some e g E _ f , . . . , f . Hence,1 p
s g S l A 1 y f l ??? l A 1 y f F L l ??? l L . .  .1 p 1 p
By Lemma 2.1 M is not faithful, a contradiction.
Generally speaking, f , . . . , f are not all distinct. Without loss of1 p
 4  4generality, let us assume that f , . . . , f s e , . . . , e : E. Then we have1 p 1 q
that
S s S l Ae [ ??? [ Ae s Se [ ??? [ Se . .q 1 q
 < 4For i s 1, . . . , q, let dim Se s n and set N s j 1 F j F p and f s e .K i i i j i
< < < <Note that dim S s n q ??? qn and p s N q ??? q N ; it suffices toK 1 q 1 q
< <show that N G n for all i. This, as we will prove, follows from the facti i
 .  .that S l F L f s 0. But let us first show S l F L f s 0.jg N j j jg N j ji i
 .Suppose not. Then S l F L f contains a left local element x.jg N j ji
 .According to Remark 1.1 b , every nonzero element of F L f F Aejg N j j ii
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is right local. The left local element x is actually two-sided local in A. But
 .  p .Ae F A 1 y e if e / e g E. Thus x g S l F L ; and we saw ini j i j ms1 m
 .Lemma 2.1 that s g l.ann M , a contradiction.A
Since L f is a T-complement submodule in Af , we have from Remarkj j j
 .  .  .2.2 b that dim Soc L f G dim Soc Af y 1. Consequently,K j j K j
dim S l L f G dim S l Af y 1 s dim Sf y 1 s n y 1 .  .K j j K j K j i
if j g N . By a standard argument on dimensions,i
< <0 s dim S l L f s dim S l L f G n y N , .F FK j j K j j i i / /
jgN jgNi i
< <or N G n . This proves that p G k.i i
 .  .  .Finally, S l F L f s 0 implies S l F L s S 1 y e . Butjg N j j jg N j ii i
 .  p .S F Af q ??? qAf s A e q . . . qe we must have 0 s S l F L s1 p i q is1 i
p  . q  .F S l L . Choose L , . . . , L so that no S l L in F S l L s 0is1 i i i i js1 i1 q j j
is redundant. Necessarily, S l L / S for any j. Thus each ArL isi i j
leading local uniform and q s dim S s k. This completes the proof.K
When dim S s k, a Jordan module with k local uniform summands isK
called a leading Jordan module of A. Leading Jordan modules of A can be
regarded as something common to all faithful A-modules in the following
sense.
Remark 2.6. As M is finitely generated, M s Ax q ??? qAx for some1 p
local elements x , . . . , x g M. Suppose that Soc Ax s As [ ??? [ As .1 p i i1 im i
Let N be a T-complement submodule in Ax containing all s , . . . , si j i i1 im i
except s . Then [ Ax rN is a direct sum of local uniformsi j i i j1F iF p, 1F jF m i
of A. Hence, M is a faithful A-module if and only if M has k pairs of
submodules N F M , . . . , N F M such that M rN [ ??? [ M rN is a1 1 k k 1 1 k k
leading Jordan module of A.
Whether an A-module M is a direct sum of local uniforms can be seen
directly in the matrix representation A determined by M.
THEOREM 2.7. Algebra A has a faithful local uniform module M if and
only if there exists an embedding c of A into the triangular matrix ring o¨er K
such that the projections
0 K ??? K
0 0 ??? 0
. . .p : c J ª .1 . . .. . . 0
0 0 ??? 0
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and
0 ??? 0 K
. . .. . .. . .p : c J ª .2
0 ??? 0 K 0
0 ??? 0 0
are both surjecti¨ e.
Let p be the projection of a matrix algebra onto its ijth entry. Let ci j i j
denote the linear functional p (c of A. Theorem 2.7 can be paraphrasedi j
in terms of dependence of the c 's: M is a faithful local uniform module ifi j
and only if M affords an embedding c of A into the triangular matrix ring
 < < 4over K such that both of the sets of linear functionals c , . . . , cJ J12 1m
 < < 4and c , . . . , c are linearly independent.J J1m my1, n
 .Proof. « Let 0 s M - M - ??? - M s M be a composition se-0 1 m
 4ries of M. For i s 1, . . . , m, choose x g M _ M . Then X s x , . . . , xi i iy1 1 m
is a K-basis of M. Since M is local with Rad M s M , Ax s M andmy 1 m
Jx s JM s M . Therefore for each i s 1, . . . , m y 1, there exists b g Jm my1 i
such that b x s x . Let c be the matrix representation determined by thei m i
basis X. Clearly c is an embedding of A into upper triangular matrices
with
p c b s 1 and p c b s 0 if j / i .  . .  .im i jm i
for i s 1, . . . , m y 1. So p is surjective.2
Since M is uniform, M is the unique irreducible submodule of M1
H  <  . 4contained in every submodule of M. Hence, M s l g M* l M s 0 is1 1
the unique maximal submodule of M* and M* is a local right A-module.
 4  4Let X* s l , . . . , l be the K-basis of M* dual to X s x , . . . , x . Let1 m 1 m
f be the matrix representation of A afforded by M* with respect to the
 .basis X*. Then for any a g A and any i, j with 1 F i, j F m, c a si j
 .  .  .l ax s l a x s f a . That is, c s f as functions from A to thei j i j i j
matrix algebra. Note that M H contains all l 's except l . Thus, M* s l A1 i 1 1
and M Hs l J. Consequently, for each i s 2, . . . , m, there exists c g J1 1 i
with l c s l . In terms of matrix representation,1 i i
p c c s p f c s 1 and p c c s p f c s 0 .  .  .  . .  .  .  .1 i i 1 i i 1 j i 1 j i
if j / i
for i s 2, . . . , m. Therefore p is surjective.1
 .¥ Suppose that c is an embedding of A as stated in Theorem 2.6. By
 .identifying A with c A , we assume that A consists of m = m upper
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m  .triangular matrices. Then M s K s K, . . . , K is a faithful right A-
 .module and N s 0, . . . , 0, K is an irreducible A-submodule of M. As a
matter of fact, N is the only irreducible A-submodule of M. To see this,
 .let ¨ s 0, . . . , 0, a , . . . , a be an arbitrary element of M such that thei m
ith entry a is the first nonzero entry for some i - m, and choose a g Ji
with
0 ) 0¡ ¦
.0 ..
. . 0.
. . 1a s .i .
. . 0.
. .0 . .. .¢ §
0
i .Then ¨a s . It follows that N is contained in0 ??? 0 ) ??? a i
every nonzero submodule of M, which means N is the unique irreducible
in M. Therefore, M is uniform and M* is local. But by symmetry,
K
.. ( M*. 0K
is also a uniform left A-module. This completes the proof.
As a matter of fact, the representation c in Theorem 2.7 is not a
restricted one. All we need is an embedding of A in a triangular matrix
ring.
3. FINITE REPRESENTATION CONTEXTS
For a vector space V over K and a lattice L of subspaces of V, the pair
 .V, L is called a context over K. Our interest is mainly in the context
where V is an A-module and L the submodule lattice. Denote by L theM
 .lattice of submodules of M. The pair M, L forms a representationM
context of A, or an A-context. When more attention should be directed
towards the structure of the submodule lattice L , module M is oftenM
 .referred to as an A-context. An A-context M, L is said to be finite ifM
L is a finite lattice, and to be faithful if M is a faithful A-module. A isM
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called an algebra of finite context type if it has a faithful finite representa-
tion context.
Suppose that B is also a finite-dimensional K-algebra and that N is a
B-module. A K-linear transformation f : M ª N is a context homomor-
 .  .phism if f Ax s Bf x for each x g M. One checks readily that f
induces a lattice homomorphism from L to L and that the kernelM N
ker f is a submodule of M. A bijective context homomorphismA
f : M ª N is thus a context isomorphism from M to N. When such a
context isomorphism exists, we say that M and N are isomorphic contexts,
and that A and B are contextually compatible algebras.
The goal of this section, among other things, is to establish that when A
is of finite context type, all faithful A-modules with a finite submodule
lattice are isomorphic representation contexts. First let us review in the
w x w xnext proposition some of the basic results on finite A-contexts in 2 or 4 .
PROPOSITION 3.1. The following statements are equi¨ alent for an A-
module M.
a. The lattice of submodules of M is finite.
 < 4b. For each primiti¨ e idempotent e of A, the collection Aex x g M of
local submodule of M with the top AerJe is a chain.
c. For each primiti¨ e idempotent e of A, eM is a uniserial eAe-module.
d. The number of local submodules of M is equal to the dimension of M
o¨er K.
e. E¨ery submodule of M is cyclic.A
 .  .  < 4Proof. a « b . Suppose that Aex x g M is not a chain. Then there
exist elements ex, ey g eM such that Aex g Aey and Aey g Aex. It follows
that
Aex q Aey Aex Aey
( [ .
J Aex q Aey Jex Jey .
 .  .Since there are infinitely many irreducibles in AexrJex [ AeyrJey ,
Aex q Aey has infinitely many local submodules.
 .  .b m c because for any x, y g M, Aex F Aey if and only if ex s
 .eae ey for some eae g eAe if and only if eAex F eAey.
 .  .  .  .c « d . In the proof of b m c we see that the number of local
 < 4submodules in Aex x g M is exactly the number of submodules of eM
over eAe. As eM is uniserial over eAe, that number happens to be the
composition length of eM as an eAe-module; which in turn is equal to the
dimension of eM over K since eAereJe is 1-dimensional according to
 .Remark 1.1 d . Thus dim eM is equal to the number of the local submod-K
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ules of M whose top is isomorphic to AerJe. Consequently, dim MK
equals the umber of local submodules of M.
 .  .d « a follows from the fact that every submodule of M is a sum of
local submodules.
 .  .  < 4e « b . If Aex x g M is not a chain, then submodules such as
 .  .Aex q Aey in a « b are not cyclic.
 .  .  4b « e . Let N be a submodule of M. Let f x , . . . , f x be a1 1 k k
minimum set of local elements of N such that N s Af x q ??? qAf x1 1 k k
with f , . . . , f g E. Since local submodules in M with the same top form a1 k
 .chain, f , . . . , f must be all distinct. Therefore N s A f x q ??? qf x1 k 1 1 k k
is cyclic.
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that M is a faithful A-module. Then L is aM
finite lattice if and only if the dimension of eM o¨er K is equal to the
nilpotency of eJe for each primiti¨ e idempotent e of A. Consequently, M is a
finite A-context if and only if the dimension of M o¨er K is equal to the sum of
the nilpotencies of e Je with e g E.i i i
Proof. Assume that eJe has nilpotency p. Since eJ py1e / 0 and M is
faithful,
eM ) eJeM ) ??? ) eJ py1eM ) 0
is a proper chain of length p. Thus, eM is a uniserial eAe-module if and
only if the proper chain eM ) eJeM ) ??? ) eJ py1eM ) 0 is the composi-
tion series of eM as an eAe-module if and only if dim eM s p. Now applyK
Proposition 3.1.
Let M be a finite A-context having exactly m local submodules
 .L , . . . , L . With M, L , we may associate a finite vertex-colored di-1 m M
rected graph CG in whichM
i. the vertices represent the local submodules of M,
ii. the color of a vertex indicates the type of the top of the local
submodule, and
iii. an arrow L ª L signifies that L is properly contained in Lj i i j
with no local submodules in between them.
 .CG is called the associated graph of the context M, L , and itsM M
underlying directed graph G is called the associated directed graph ofM
 .M, L . The graph CG provides a natural visualization of the latticeM M
L , which will be proved in later papers to be a useful tool for analysis ofM
the structure of A.
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Remark 3.3. a. The associated graph of a finite representation con-
text must satisfy the following three conditions:
i. It contains no directed loops.
ii. All the vertices of the same color appear on one single path.
iii. All the paths from one vertex to another must have length at
least two if there exists more than one path between them.
Conversely, any vertex-colored directed graph satisfying the above three
conditions is the associated graph of a finite representation context of
some algebra.
 .  .  .b. Given a directed graph satisfying conditions i and iii in a ,
there are only a finite number of ways to color its vertices so that it
becomes the associated graph of a finite representation context of some
algebra.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that M is an A-module and N is a B-module
 .  .such that both L and L are finite. Then M, L and N, L areM N M N
isomorphic contexts if and only if the associated directed graphs G and GM N
are isomorphic.
 .Proof. « Let f : M ª N be a context isomorphism. Since f induces
a lattice isomorphism f from L to L , f becomes an isomorphism ofM N
the associated underlying directed graphs when restricted to the set of
local submodules of M.
 .¥ Let c be a isomorphism of the associated directed graphs. Let
 4  4x , . . . , x be a local basis of M and y , . . . , y a local basis of N such1 m 1 m
that Ax , . . . , Ax and By , . . . , By are the complete lists of local sub-1 m 1 m
modules of M and N, respectively. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that c : vertex Ax ¬ vertex By for i s 1, . . . , m. Thus, Ax - Axi i i j
if and only if By - By for all i and j. Now define a K-isomorphism fi j
 .  .from M to N via f x s y , i s 1, . . . , m. Note that f Ax s By for alli i i i
i. Let x be an element in M. Say x s a x q ??? qa x for some1 1 m m
 .a , . . . , a g K. In view of Proposition 3.1 b , we have that1 m
Ax s Aa x q ??? qAa x s a Ax q ??? qa Ax .1 1 m m 1 1 m m
It follows that
f Ax s a f Ax q ??? qa f Ax s a By q ??? qa By .  .  .1 1 m m 1 1 m m
s Ba y q ??? qBa y s B a y q ??? qa y s Bf x ; .  .1 1 m m 1 1 m m
hence, f is a context isomorphism.
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For the rest of this section, A is assumed to be an algebra of finite
context type.
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that M is a faithful uniserial A-module of composi-
tion length p. Then there exists in J an element a that has rank p y 1 as a
linear operator on M.
Proof. Under the hypothesis that M is a uniserial, we may choose
x , . . . , x g M so that Ax ) ??? ) Ax ) 0 is the composition series of1 p 1 p
M. Then x , . . . , x form a local K-basis of M, and any element a g J1 p
such that Aax s Ax for i s 1, . . . , p y 1 will have rank p y 1. Wei iq1
proceed to produce such an element a g J.
Since Jx s Ax for i s 1, . . . , p y 1, there exist a , . . . , a g J withi iq1 1 py1
Aa x s Ax . The desired element a can be constructed inductively ini i iq1
the form a a q ??? qa a for some a , . . . , a g K. Suppose that1 1 py1 py1 1 py1
we have b s a a q ??? qa a with Abx s Ax for i s 1, . . . , k. It1 1 k k i iq1
suffices to show that there exists b in K such that c s b q ba has thekq1
property that Acx s Ax for i s 1, . . . , i q 1.i iq1
Since b g J, Abx F Jx s Ax . If bx g Jx s Ja x ,kq1 kq1 kq2 kq1 kq2 kq1 kq1
 .then for any nonzero b g K, A b q ba x s Aba x s Ax .kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1 kq2
If Abx s Ax s Aa x , then there is a unique b g K such thatkq1 kq2 kq1 kq1
 . b q ba x g Jx . So for all but possibly one b g K, A b qkq1 kq1 kq2
.ba x s Ax . We have a similar situation for x s x , . . . , x : Ifkq1 kq1 kq2 i 1 k
 .a x g Jx s Jbx , then A b q ba x s Abx s Ax no matterkq1 i iq1 i kq1 i i iq1
what b g K is. If Aa x s Ax s Abx , then for all but possibly onekq1 i iq1 i
 .b g K, A b q ba x s Ax . Thus, there are only a finite number ofkq1 i iq1
b g K which make b q ba fail to satisfy the desired property. But K isiq1
infinite, so there exists in K an element b we are looking for. That
completes the induction.
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose that A has a faithful uniserial module M of composi-
tion length p. The following statements are equi¨ alent for an element a g J.
a. The nilpotency of a is equal to the nilpotency of J.
b. There exists x g M such that Ax ) Aax ) ??? ) Aa py1 x ) 0 is the
composition series of M.
c. As a linear operator on M, a has rank p y 1.
 .  . py1Proof. a « b . Since M is a faithful A-module and a / 0,
a py1 x / 0 for some x g M. It follows that Ax ) Aax ) ??? ) Aa py1 x ) 0
is a proper chain of submodules of M. But M is a uniserial A-module of
length p; Ax ) Aax ) ??? ) Aa py1 x ) 0 must be the composition series
of M.
 .  .  py1 4b « c . Note that x, ax, . . . , a x is a K-basis of M. Thus aM
 py1 4has ax, . . . , a x as its basis, which says that a is of rank p y 1.
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 .  .c « a . Suppose that a has nilpotency q. Since the nilpotency of J
 .  .is p, q F p. But on the other hand, dim ker a s p y p y 1 s 1, whichK
 i .  q .implies that dim a M G p y i for i F p. Thus 0 s dim a M G p y q,K K
and q s p.
COROLLARY 3.7. If A has a faithful uniserial module, then A has a
commutati¨ e uniserial subalgebra B which is contextually compatible with A.
Proof. Let a g J be an element as in Lemma 3.6. Then a generates a
commutative uniserial algebra B such that M is also a faithful uniserial
B-module.
Now let M and N both be faithful A-modules with finite L and L .M N
It turns out that M and N are isomorphic as A-contexts. In view of
Proposition 3.4, it suffices to demonstrate that the associated vertex-col-
ored graphs CG and CG are isomorphic.M N
Assume that each e Je has nilpotency p . According to Proposition 3.1i i i
and Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, there exists a g e Je of nilpotency p , x g e Mi i i i i i
with e Ae x s e M, and y g e N with e Ae y s e N such thati i i i i i i i i i
 k < 4i. a x 1 F i F n and 0 F i F p y 1 is an E-local basis of M,i i i
 k < 4ii. a y 1 F i F n and 0 F i F p y 1 is an E-local basis of N,i i i
 k < 4iii. Aa x 1 F i F n and 0 F k F p y 1 is the collection of locali i i
submodules of M,
 i < 4iv. Aa y 1 F i F n and 0 F k F p y 1 is the collection of locali i i
submodules of N.
Note that f : Aak x ¬ Aak y define a 1]1 correspondence between thei i i i
vertex set of CG and the vertex set of CG . One obvious necessary andM N
sufficient condition for f to be an isomorphism from CG to CG is:M N
There exists a path from vertex Aak x to vertex Aam x in CG if and onlyi i j j M
if there is a path from vertex Aak y to vertex Aam y in CG . In otheri i j j N
words, f is an isomorphism if and only if Aam x F Aak x is equivalent toj j i i
Aam y F Aak y . The next lemma brings what is needed at this point.j j i i
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose that M and N are faithful finite A-contexts. For each
e g E, let a g e Ae , x g e M, and y g e N be as abo¨e.i i i i i i i i
a. Aam x F Aak x if and only if there exists c g e Ae such thatj j i i j i
Aam x s AcAak x .j j i i
b. For any c g e A, AcAak x s Aam x if and only if AcAak y s Aam y .j i i j j i i j j
 . m k m kProof. a Suppose that Aa x F Aa x . Then Aa x s Aba x forj j i i j j i i
m k  k < 4some b g e Ae . Certainly, Aa x F AbAa x . But AabAa x a g e Aej i j j i i i i j j
consists of all local submodules of AbAak x with the same top Ae rJe ,i i j j
including Aam x . Therefore, for some ab g e Ae , Aam x s AabAak x .j j j i j j i i
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 . kb Let c be an element of e A. Since cAa x : e M s e Ae x ,j i i j j j j
AcAak x s Aam x for some m. Similarly, AcAak y s Aaq y for some q. Wei i j j i i j j
have to show that m s q.
 pjy1 4 t tAs x , a x , . . . , a x is a basis of e Ae x , a e Ae x s e Ae a x forj j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j
any positive integer t. Thus, at AcAak x s at Aam x s at e Ae am x sj i i j j j j j j j j
e Ae atqm x s 0 if and only if t G p y m. Similarly, at AcAak y s at Aaq yj j j j j j i i j j j
s at e Ae aq y s e Ae atqq y s 0 if and only if t G p y q. But on thej j j j j j j j j j
other hand,
0 s at AcAak x s at AcA e Ae ak x s at AcAak e Ae x s at AcAakM .  .j i i j i i i i j i i i i j i
if and only if at AcAak s 0 if and only ifj i
0 s at AcAakN s at AcAak e Ae y s at AcA e Ae ak y s at AcAak y . .  .j i j i i i i j i i i i j i i
So, t G p y m if and only if t G p y q, which implies that m s q.j j
Here is the main theorem of this section, which is also one of the key
 .steps towards the uniqueness theorem Theorem 4.14 of the spectral
Jordan canonical form.
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose that M and N both are faithful A-modules with
finite submodule lattices. Then there exists a context isomorphism f : M ª N
satisfying the properties:
 .  .i. For any idempotent e g E, f e M s e f M ;i i i
 .ii. for any element c g A and any submodule L F M, f AcL s
 .  .   .  ..Acf L . Consequently, M : M s f M : f M for any submodules2 1 2 1
M and M of M.1 2
 .In fact, property ii will be satisfied by any context isomorphism from M to N
 .with property i .
Proof. Lemma 3.8 and the discussion preceding it show that
f : ak x ¬ ak y extends to a context isomorphism from M to N. Propertyi i i i
 . pii is a direct consequence of the fact that e M s Kx q Ka x q ??? qKa xi i i i i i
and e N s Ky q Ka y q ??? qKa pi y .i i i i i i
 .  .  .For property ii , first note that Lemma 3.8 b says that f AcL s
 .Acf L when L is a local submodule of M and c is a left local element of
A. For arbitrary L F M and c g A, we may first write L s L q ??? qL ,1 m
 .   .a sum of local submodules; then f AcL s f A e c q ??? qe c1 n
 ..  .  .  .L q ??? q L s f  Ae cL s  f Ae cL s  Ae cf L s1 m i, j i j i, j i j i, j i j
 .  .  ..  .A e c q ??? qe c f L q ??? qf L s Acf L .1 n 1 m
Since f is also a lattice isomorphism from L to L , AcM F M ifM N 1 2
 .  .  .  .and only if f AcM F f M if and only if Acf M F f M . Thus,1 2 1 2
 .   .  ..M : M s f M : f M .2 1 2 1
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The last statement follows from the fact that all context isomorphisms
 .from M to N satisfying property i induce the same lattice isomorphism
from L to L as f does.M N
Remark 2.6 implies that when algebra A is of finite context type, it is
possible to choose a leading Jordan module M s M [ ??? [ M so that1 k
each local uniform summand M has a finite submodule lattice. Such ai
module M is called a canonical Jordan module of A because, as we will
see in Theorem 3.11, the local uniform summands M , . . . , M of M are1 k
unique up to context isomorphism. But first let us collect the properties
which will be used later on concerning algebras of finite context type.
PROPOSITION 3.10. Suppose that M is a faithful finite A-context. Let e and
f be any primiti¨ e idempotents of A.
 .  .a. The dimension of Soc eAf l Soc eAf is 0 or 1.e A e f A f
 .b. The right fAf-module e Soc Af is uniserial. Moreo¨er, there exists
 .x g e Soc Af and a g fJf such that for some m, xfAf ) xafAf ) ??? )
m  .xa fAf ) 0 is the unique composition series of e Soc Af .
c. The dimension of eSf is 0 or 1.
d. The dimension of Soc M is equal to the number of primiti¨ eA
idempotents e g E such that e S / 0.i i
e. If eSf / 0, then eSf has a unique two-sided T-complement in A.
 .  .Proof. a Let ebf and ecf be two nonzero elements of Soc eAf le A e
 .Soc eAf . As in Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, choose x g fM and a g fJf sof A f
 py1 4that x, ax, . . . , a x forms a basis of fM over K. Note that ebfAfx s
ebfM s ecfM s ecfAfx is the unique minimal submodule of eM. So for
 py1 .some a , a , . . . , a g K, ecfx s ebf a x q a ax q ??? qa a x .1 py1 1 py1
 . Since Soc eAf fJf s 0, we have ecfx s ebfa x s a ebfx. Thus, a ebf yf A f
. i  .  .ecf a x s 0 for i s 0, . . . , p y 1; and a ebf y ecf M s a ebf y ecf fM s
0. Hence, a ebf y ecf s 0, and ecf s a ebf.
 .  .  .b Suppose that e Soc Af / 0. Since Soc e Soc Af Ff A f
 .  .Soc eAf l Soc eAf , by a dim Soc e Soc Af s 1. That is,e A e f A f K f A f
 .  .Soc e Soc Af s Ks for some s g A; and e Soc Af is a uniform rightf A f
fAf-module. Now choose x* g M* with x*s / 0. Then f : c ¬ x*c for
 .  .  .c g e Soc Af defines an isomorphism from e Soc Af to x*e Soc Af , a
submodule of M*f. However, M* is a faithful right A-module with a finite
submodule lattice. Thus, M*f is a uniserial right fAf-module, and so is
 .e Soc Af .
Let a g fJf and y* g M*f such that y*fAf ) y*afAf )???) y*a py1 fAf )
  .. k0 is the unique composition series of M*f. Say f e Soc Af s y*a fAf
y1 k .for some k. Write x for f y*a . Then xfAf ) xafAf ) ??? )
pyky1  .xa fAf ) 0 is the unique composition series of e Soc Af .
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 .  .c is an immediate consequence of a since eSf : Soc eAf le A e
Soc eAf .f A f
 .d By Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 3.1, we may assume M s ArL,
where L is a left ideal maximal subject to not containing any elements of
 4e Se / 0 N e , e g E . So, L is a complement of some left ideal T F S.i j i j
 .  .  .Thus, Soc M s T q L rL s S q L rL s S ArL s SM. Consequently,
 .for e g E, e S / 0 if and only if e Soc M / 0 if and only if Soc M hasi i i
an irreducible isomorphic to Ae rJe . On the other hand, Soc M cannoti i
have more than one copy of Ae rJe . Therefore, the number of irre-i i
ducibles in Soc M is equal to the number of e g E with e S / 0.i i
 .  < 4e Let I s x g A eAxAf s 0 . One checks readily that I is a two-
sided ideal with the property that AxA l eAf s eAxAf s 0 for all x g I.
 .But from a , AxA l eAf s 0 if and only if AxA l eSf s 0. That is, all
two-sided T-complements of eSf in A must be contained in I. Hence, I is
the unique two-sided T-complement of eSf in A.
THEOREM 3.11. Let A be an algebra of finite context type. Suppose that
M s M [ ??? [ M and N s N [ ??? [ N1 i 1 k
both are canonical Jordan modules. Then for i s 1, . . . , k, M and N arei i
isomorphic A-contexts possibly after a permutation of the summands in N.
 .Proof. Let e and f be in E with eSf / 0. By Proposition 3.10 c ,
dim eSf s 1. Because M 's and N 's are leading local uniforms of A, oneK i i
 .deduces from Theorem 2.5 and Remark 2.4 c that there is exactly one Mi
in M and one N in N such that eSfM s eSfM / 0 and eSfN s eSfN / 0.j i j
We will show that M and N are isomorphic A-contexts. Let us assumei j
M s ArL and N s ArL . Now that ArL is a Jordan modulei 1 j 2 1
 .  .Ar L : A and ArL a Jordan module of Ar L : A , the two-sided1 2 2
 .  .socle of Ar L : A and the two-sided socle of Ar L : A are both1 2
 .  .1-dimensional. Thus, L : A and L : A are two-sided T-complements1 2
 .of eSf. But according to Proposition 3.10 e , a two-sided T-complement of
 .  .eSf is unique; that is, L : A s L : A . Now Theorem 3.9 applies, M1 2 i
 .and N are isomorphic to Ar L : A -contexts, and also as A-contexts.j 1
Generally speaking, faithful finite A-contexts are not isomorphic mod-
  ..ules Example 5.1 c ; neither are the canonical Jordan modules of A. But
in light of Theorems 3.9 and 3.11, it is almost expected that the representa-
tions of A determined by those faithful finite contexts have much in
common and so do the canonical Jordan representations of A. The next
section is devoted to these two types of matrix representations.
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4. SPECTRAL JORDAN CANONICAL FORMS
 4Suppose that M is a faithful A-module. Fix a K-basis X s x , . . . , x1 m
 .of M, and let r : A ª M K be the matrix representation of A deter-m
 .mined by X. Denote the matrix algebra r A by @ A# . For a basisX
 4A , . . . , A of @ A# ,1 r X
<@ A# s t A q ??? qt A t , . . . , t g K . 4X 1 1 r r 1 r
By considering t , . . . , t variables over K, we may write1 r
@ A# s t A q ??? qt A ,X 1 1 r r
a matrix whose ijth entry r is a linear function in t , . . . , t . Being thei j 1 r
 .composition of r by the projection p of M K onto the ijth entry, eachi j m
r is thus a linear functional from A to K. That is, all r 's belong to A*.i j i j
 4Let r , . . . , r be the basis of M* dual to X. One checks that for each1 m
 .  .a g A, r a s r ax . Thus as an element in A*, r depends only on thei j i j i j
 4module M and the basis x , . . . , x of M, in spite of the fact that the1 m
appearance of r in @ A# s t A q ??? qt A varies with the choice ofi j X 1 1 r r
 4  <A , . . . , A . One natural question is: What can be said about r 1 F i,1 r i j
4j F m ? We begin with the relation of linear dependence among the r 's.i j
 < 4Remark 4.1. When r 1 F i, j F m is given, @ A# can be recon-i j X
 . w  .xstructed via r a s r a for a g A. But we may achieve this recon-i j
 < 4struction using a maximal linearly independent subset r 1 F k F p ofi jk k
 < 4  .r 1 F i, j F m . Select a , . . . , a g A such that r a s d . Then fori j 1 p i j l k lk k
 .   . < 4a g A and 1 F i, j F m, r a can be recovered from r a 1 F k F pi j i jk k
as each r is a linear combination of r , . . . , r . Indeedi j i j i j1 1 p p
r a s r a r a or a s r a a . .  .  .  . i j k i j kk k k k
1FkFp 1FkFp
Since a , . . . , a are linearly independent, they form a basis of A and1 p
 < 4p s dim A s dim A*. As a result, r 1 F k F p is a basis of A*.K K i jk k
Suppose that B is also a K-algebra and that N is a faithful B-module
 4  .with a K-basis Y s y , . . . , y . Let t : B ª M K be the matrix repre-1 m m
sentation determined by Y. Set @ B# s @t #. We say that @ A# and @ B#Y i j X Y
have the same dependence structure if r s  b r if and onlyi j 1F k F q i j i jk k k k
if t s  b t , and that @ A# and @ B# have the same cyclei j 1F k F q i j i j X Yk k k k
structure if r is a linear combination of r , . . . , r if and only if t isi j i j i j i j1 1 q q
a linear combination of t , . . . , t .i j i j1 1 q q
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LEMMA 4.2. The following statements are equi¨ alent.
a. @ A# and @ B# ha¨e the same dependence structure.X Y
 .b. @ A# s @ B# as subsets of M K .X Y m
c. There exists an algebra isomorphism s : A ª B and a K-linear
 .  .  .  .bijection f : M ª N such that f ax s s a f x s s a y for all a g Ai i i
and all x g X.i
 .  .Proof. a « b . Choose a maximal linearly independent subset G s
 4  4  .r N 1 F k F p from r N 1 F i, j F m . Under condition a , D si j i jk k
 4  <t N 1 F k F p is a maximal linearly independent subset of t 1 F i,i j i jk k
4j F m . By Remark 4.1, G is a basis of A* and D is basis of B*. Let
 4  4a , . . . , a be the basis of A dual to G and b , . . . , b the basis of B dual1 p 1 p
 .  .to D. Then for 1 F k F p and 1 F i, j F m, r a s t b . That is,i j k i j k
 .  .r a and t b are identical matrices for k s 1, . . . , p. Therefore @ A# sk k X
@ B# .Y
 .  .  .  .  .b « c . Define s : A ª B by s a s b if and only if r a s t b .
Let f : M ª N be the linear extension of x ¬ y , i s 1, . . . , m. Then si i
and f behaves as desired.
 .  .  .c « b « a are both obvious.
Remark 4.3. Lemma 4.2 says that the linear dependence structure
among the entries of @ A# is more important than the exact informationX
on each individual entry. The former determines the algebra A up to
isomorphism. We may actually construct @ A# from the dependenceX
 < 4structure of r 1 F i, j F m without knowing exactly what each r is.i j i j
 < 4  < 4Let r 1 F k F p be a maximal independent subset of r 1 F i, j F m .i j i jk k
Define an m by m matrix @ j # whose entries are linear functions ini j
t , . . . ,t :1 p
i. For 1 F k F p, j s t ;i j kk k
ii. for other j 's, j s  b t if r s  b r .i j i j 1F k F p i j k i j 1F k F p i j i jk k k k k k
When t , . . . , t vary over K, the set of matrices generated by @ j # is the1 p i j
matrix algebra @ A# . Therefore, it is sometimes convenient to adopt theX
point of view that a matrix algebra is a dependence structure on a square
array of m2 vectors, stable under formal matrix multiplication.
However, the dependence structure of @ A# relies heavily on the basisX
X. That prompts us to seek in @ A# information more intrinsic to A or M.X
From now on, A stands for an algebra of finite context type. If not
otherwise specified, M will be a faithful finite A-context with an E-local
 4basis X s x , . . . , x . Further, we assume that X is canonical, that is,1 m
Ax F Ax implies i F j and Ax s Ax implies i s j. The latter conditioni j i j
means that Ax , . . . , Ax are all distinct, and hence form the complete1 m
collection of local submodules of M. To simplify notations, we write
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x F x if Ax F Ax , and x - x if Ax F Ax but Ax / Ax . Clearly,i j i j i j i j i j
 < 4X l Ax s x g X x F x constitutes a canonical local basis of Ax andj i i j j
 < 4X l Jx s x l X x - x a canonical local basis of Jx . Note that r / 0i i i j j i j
in @ A# if and only if Ax F Ax .X i j
It turns out that the submodule Ar A of A*, relying only on Ax andi j i
Ax , is invariant under change of canonical bases of M. This point will bej
made precise in Lemma 4.5.
Remark 4.4. Let x and x be elements of X with Ax F Ax .i j i j
w xa. Because L is finite, x has a unique T-complement T x , whichM i i
is precisely the sum of all submodules of M not containing x .i
w x w xb. The T-complement of x in Ax is T x s T x l Ax ; andi j j i i j
w xAx rT x is a local uniform A-module.j j i
w xc. Since Ax rT x is a faithful finite representation context ofj j i
 w x .   w x ..Ar T x : Ax , the dimension of Soc Ar T x : Ax must equal 1 byj i j j i j
 w x .Theorem 2.5. In other words, Ar T x : Ax is a uniform A-bimodule.j i j
 w x .Consequently, T x : Ax is a two-sided T-complement of some two-sidedj i j
local element b g A; and any two-sided ideal of A will contain AbA q
 w x .  w x .T x : Ax if it contains T x : Ax properly. This means that AbA qj i j j i j
 w x .  w x .T x : Ax is the unique minimal two-sided ideal over T x : Ax .j i j j i j
 w x .H   w x ..d. From T x : Ax ( Ar T x : Ax *, it follows thatj i j j i j
 w x .H  w x .H T x : Ax is a local A-bimodule with Rad T x : Ax s AbA qj i j j i j
 w x ..H  .T x : Ax , where b g A is as in c .j i j
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that x and x are elements of X with Ax F Ax .i j i j
 w x .Ha. T x : Ax s Ar A.j i j i j
 w x .H  < 4b. As a K-space, T x : Ax is spanned by r x F x F x F x .j i j k l i i l j
 w x .H  <c. Rad T x : Ax is spanned by r x F x F x - x or x -j i j k l i k l j i
4x F x F x .k l j
 .  w x . w x w xProof. a Let a g T x : Ax . Then ax g T x . Since X l T x isj i j j j i j i
w x  .  .a basis of T x which does not contain x , r a s r ax s 0. Soj i i i j i j
 w x .H  .  w x .Hr g T x : Ax . But by Remark 4.3 d T x : Ax is a local A-i j i j j i j
 w x .Hbimodule; it then suffices to show r does not belong to Rad T x : Ax .i j j i j
 .Choose a local element b g A as in Remark 4.3 c so that
 w x .H   w x ..HRad T x : Ax s AbA q T x : Ax . Being the unique minimali j j i j
 w x .  w x .  w x .ideal over T x : Ax , AbA q T x : Ax F Ax q T x : Ax . Thusj i j j i j i j i j
 .  .  .AbAx s Ax and r AbA s r AbAx s r Ax / 0. Hence, r fj i i j i j i i i j
  w x ..HAbA q T x : Ax .j i j
 .  w x . w xb Set A s Ar T x : Ax . Then Ax rT x is a faithful finitej i j j j i
 w x < 4A-context with the basis X s x q T x x F x F x . Write @ A# sk j i i k j X
@ r #. The natural embedding of A* into A* identifies A* withk l
H w x .T x : Ax , and in particular r with r for x F x F x F x . Sincej i j k l k l i k l j
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U  < 4  < 4A is spanned by r x F x F x F x , r x F x F x F x spansk l i k l j k l i k l j
 w x .HT x : Ax .j i j
 .  .c As in Remark 4.3 c , choose a local element b g A so that
 w x .H   w x ..HRad T x : Ax s AbA q T x : Ax . It suffices to show thatj i j j i j
 .r AbA s 0 whenever x F x F x F x with either x - x or x - x .k l i k l j i k l j
 .  .  .When x - x , it is evident that r AbA s r AbAx : r AbAx si k k l k l k j
 .  w x .r Ax s 0. For the other case, note that AbA q T x : Ax s Soc Ak i j i j
  w x..  . w x. w xand AbA Rad Ax rT x s AbA Rad A Ax rT x s 0 in Ax rT x .j j i j j i j j i
 .  .   ..  w x.If Ax - Ax , r AbA s r AbAx : r Ab Jx : r T x s 0. Thisl j k l k l k j k j i
H w x .shows that r g Rad T x : Ax .k l j i j
 4Suppose that N is also a faithful finite A-context and Y s y , . . . , y is1 m
a canonical basis of N. Let t denote the ijth entry of @ A# . Without lossi j Y
of generality, let us assume that x ¬ y , 1 F k F m, extends to a contextk k
isomorphism from M to N as in Theorem 3.9. Applying Lemma 4.5 and
Theorem 3.9, we have that
H Hw x w xAr A s T x : Ax s T y : Ay s At A. .  .i j j i j j i j i j
 w x .H  w x .HWrite r for r q Rad T x : Ax and t for t q Rad T y : Ay .È Èi j i j j i j i j i j j i j
È È È ÈSet @ A# s @ r # and @ A# s @t #. The formal matrices @ A# and @ A#È ÈX i j Y i j X Y
resemble one another entry-wise. To be precise, r s a t for a uniqueÈ Èi j i j i j
Ènonzero a g K if r / 0. This suggests the importance of @ A# , and wei j i j X
Èname it a spectral matrix of M. When M ( N, spectral matrices @ A# andX
È@ A# are ``similar'' via a diagonal matrix of K.Y
 4  4LEMMA 4.6. Suppose that X s x , . . . , x and Y s y , . . . , y are1 m 1 m
canonical local bases of M such that y s x q z for some z g Jx ,k k k k k
È È1 F k F m. Then @ A# s @ A# .X Y
Proof. By induction, this lemma can be reduced to the case where
y s x for k / j and y s x q b x for some x - x and some 0 / b g K.k k j j i i j
Let a g A. For each y , we are going to examine ay as a linearl l
combination of y , . . . , y , in comparison with ax as a linear combination1 m l
of x , . . . , x . Say, ax s  a x for some a 's g K ; and ax s1 m l x F x k l k k l ik l
 a x for some a 's g K. It is understood that a s 0 if Ax gx F x k i k k i k l kk i
Aax and that a s 0 if Ax g Aax .l k i k i
First consider the case of l / j. Then x s y andl l
ay s ax s a x s a y ba y q a y . . l l k l k i l jl i k l k
x Fx x Fx , k/ik l k l
So t s r and k / i, and t s r y br . But Ax - Ax F Ax if r / 0,k l k l i l i l jl i j l jl
 .and Lemma 4.5 c asserts r g Rad Ar A. Thus, t s r for all k ifÈ Èjl i l k l k l
l / j.
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Now suppose that l s j. Then
ay s a x q b x s a x q a x q b a x .  j j i j j j k j k k i k
x -x x Fxk j k i
s a y q yba q a q ba y q a y q b a y . .  j j j j j i j i i i k j k k i k
x -xx -x , k/i k ik j
So, t s r if Ax g Ax ; t s r q br if Ax F Jx ; and t sk j k j k i k j k j k i k i i j
 .ybr q r q br . According to Lemma 4.5 c , r belongs toj j i j i i k i
Rad Ar A, and both r and r are contained in Rad Ar A. Therefore,k j j j i i i j
t s r for all k.È Èk j k j
 4  4THEOREM 4.7. Suppose that X s x , . . . , x and Y s y , . . . , y are1 m 1 m
Ècanonical bases of M such that Ax s Ay , k s 1, . . . , m. Then @ A# sk k Y
y1 ÈP @ A# P for some diagonal matrix P.X
Proof. The hypothesis Ax s Ay implies that y s a x q z for somek k k k k k
0 / a g K and z g Jx . Applying Lemma 4.6, we have that P sk k k
w xdiag a , . . . , a .1 m
COROLLARY 4.8. Let N and M be isomorphic faithful A-modules with a
 4  4finite submodule lattice. Suppose that X s x , . . . , x and Y s y , . . . , y1 m 1 m
are canonical local bases of M and N, respecti¨ ely, such that f : x ¬ y ,i i
 .1 F i F m, extends to a context isomorphism from M to N with f e M s e Ni i
y1 Èfor all e g E. Then there exists a diagonal matrix P such that P @ A# P si X
È@ A# .Y
It is not known whether Corollary 4.8 can be extended to arbitrary
faithful finite A-contexts M and N. However, when the two-sided socle S
of A is 1-dimensional, spectral matrices of faithful finite A-contexts are
unique up to similarity by a diagonal matrix.
THEOREM 4.9. Suppose that A is uniform as an A-bimodule. Let N and M
 4be faithful A-modules with a finite submodule lattice. If X s x , . . . , x and1 m
 4Y s y , . . . , y are canonical local bases of M and N, respecti¨ ely, such that1 m
f : x ¬ y , 1 F i F m, extends to a context isomorphism from M to N withi i
 .f e M s e N for all e g E, then there exists a diagonal matrix P such thati i i
y1 È ÈP @ A# P s @ A# .X Y
Outline of Proof. Any notation, once introduced, will be valid from that
point through the proof of Theorem 4.13. When A is a uniform A-bimod-
ule, the socle S must be 1-dimensional. Let us assume that S s Kesf for
some e, f g E. By Theorem 2.5, both of M and N are leading local
uniforms of A. Using Remark 2.4, we take M s ArL ( AfrL f and1 1
N s ArL ( AfrL f , where L and L are left T-complements of S in A2 2 1 2
containing 1 y f. The proof will be accomplished in two steps.
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1. Theorem 4.9 is first reduced to the special case in which Soc L s1
Soc L .2
 42. For this special case, it is possible to choose a subset z , . . . , z1 m
 4 of A such that X s z q L , . . . , z q L and Y s z q L , . . . , z q1 1 m 1 1 2 m
È È4L are canonical bases of M and N, respectively, with @ A# s @ A# .2 X Y
Then apply Corollary 4.8 to complete the proof.
Step 1. It is to be proved in Lemma 4.10 that there exists an invertible
element c g A such that Soc L c s Soc L . By Proposition 1.4, ArL (2 1 2
ArL c. So we may assume that Soc L s Soc L .2 1 2
LEMMA 4.10. Suppose that the two-sided socle of A is 1-dimensional with
S s Kesf for some e, f g E.
a. If Lf and Nf are two T-complements of S in Af , then there exists an
 .in¨ertible element b g fAf such that Soc Lf b s Soc Nf.
b. If L and N are two T-complements of S in A containing 1 y f ,A
 .then there exists an in¨ertible element c g A such that Soc L c s Soc N.
 .  .   . .Proof. a Let d g E. If d Soc A / 0, then 0 / Soc d Soc A :A A A
 .S s Kesf. So d s e, which implies that Soc A s e Soc A : eA. InA A
 .  .particular, e Soc Af s Soc Af , Soc Lf s e Soc Lf , and Soc Nf s
 .  .e Soc Nf . From Proposition 3.10, e Soc Af is a uniserial right fAf-mod-
 .  m4ule; and for some a g fJf and x g e Soc Af , x, xa, . . . , xa is a K-basis
 . mof e Soc Af s Soc Af. It is clear that Kxa s Ks s S cannot be con-
tained in Lf or Nf. Thus, Soc Lf and Soc Nf both are direct complements
of S in Soc Af.
Let a , . . . , a , a , . . . , a be generic elements of K. We may0 my1 0 my1
assume that
Soc Lf s a x q a xa q ??? qa xamy 10 1 my1
is a particular direct complement of S in Soc Af and that
m mSoc Nf s a x q m xa q a xa q m xa q ??? .  .0 0 1 1
my 1 mq a xa q m xa .my 1 my1
is an arbitrary direct complement of S in Soc Af for some m , . . . , m g0 my1
K. Let b s f q b a q ??? qb am with b , . . . , b g K undetermined.1 m 1 m
Then b is a unit in fAf no matter what b , . . . , b are. Set Soc Nf s1 m
 .Soc Lf b. Specifically
my 1 ma x q a xa q ??? qa xa q a m q a m q ??? qa m xa .0 1 my1 0 0 1 1 my1 my1
s a x q a q a b xa q a q a b q a b xa2 q ??? .  .0 1 0 1 2 1 1 0 2
q a q a b q ??? qa b xamy 1 .my 1 my2 1 0 my1
q a b q ??? qa b xam . .my 1 1 0 m
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 . my 1Within Soc Nf and Soc Lf b, the generic coefficients of x, xa, . . . , xa
are linearly independent, but the coefficient of xam is a linear combination
of those of x, xa, . . . , xamy 1. In order for the above equality to hold, the
dependence of the generic coefficient of xam on those of x, xa, . . . , xamy 1
on the two sides of the equality should be exactly the same. Thus in
 .Soc Lf b we must have that
a b q a b q ??? qa bmy 1 1 my2 2 0 m
s a m q a q a b m q ??? .0 0 1 0 1 1
q a q a b q ??? qa b m . .my 1 my2 1 0 my1 my1
And equivalently,
a b y m s 0 .my 1 1 my1
a b y m y b m s 0 .my 2 2 my2 1 my1
???
a b y m y b m y ??? yb m s 0. .0 m 0 1 1 my1 my1
But a , . . . , a are generic in K ; necessarily0 my1
b y m s 01 my1
b y m y b m s 02 my2 1 my1
???
b y m y b m y ??? yb m s 0.p 0 1 1 my1 my1
So we can solve for b , . . . , b in K in terms of m , . . . , m and1 my1 0 my1
obtain the desired invertible element b s f q b a q ??? qb amy 1 g fAf1 my1
 .such that Soc Lf b s Soc Nf.
 .  .  .  .b Let b be as in a and c s b q 1 y f . Then Soc L c s Soc N
since
Soc L s Soc Lf [ Soc A 1 y f .
and
Soc N s Soc Nf [ Soc A 1 y f . .
Clearly, c g A is invertible since b is invertible in fAf.
Step 2. Now M s ArL ( AfrL f and N s ArL ( AfrL f with1 1 2 2
Soc L s Soc L . We are going to construct canonical bases X for M and1 2
È ÈY for N so that @ A# s @ A# .X Y
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 .  .Remark 4.11. a. For any a g Af , ht a s ht a q L s p if and only if1
J py1a ; Soc Af _ L .1
b. For any a g Af , S F Aa if a is in the right socle of Af ; in otherf A f
 .  .words, S F Aa if the right height r.ht a s r.ht aA s 1.
For each e g E, assume that e Je has nilpotency p and let a gi i i i i
 ke Je and w g e Af be as in Lemma 3.8 so that X s a w q L N 1 F i Fi i i i i i 1
4  piy1 .n, 0 F k F p y 1 is an E-local basis of M. If r.ht a w / 1, choosei i i
 piy1 . piy1b g fJf so that r.ht a w b s 1. By Remark 4.11, S : Aa w b. Soi i i i
a piy1 w b f L or L . Equivalently, a piy1 w b q L / 0 in M andi i 1 2 i i 1
a piy1 w b q L / 0 in N. We may replace w by w b, and have a 's and w 'si i 2 i i i i
satisfying
i. the nilpotency of a is equal to p , the nilpotency of e Je ;i i i i
 piy1 .ii. for each w , r.ht a w s 1;i i i
 k < 4iii. X s a w q L 1 F i F n and 0 F k F p y 1 is an E-local basisi i 1 i
 k < 4of M, and Y s a w q L 1 F i F n and 0 F k F p y 1 is an E-locali i 2 i
basis of N;
iv. c : ak w q L ¬ ak w q L extends to a context isomorphismi i 1 i i 2
from M to N.
 .Condition iv is true because of Theorem 3.9.
 k < 4LEMMA 4.12. Denote by Z the set a w 1 F i F n, 0 F k F p y 1 .i i i
 k .  k .  k .a. For each i and k, ht a w s ht a w q L s ht a w q L .i i i i 1 i i 2
b. If D is a minimal basis of L or L , then D j Z is a minimal basis1 2
of A.
 .c. If u is a linear combination of the elements of Z, then ht u s
 .  .ht u q L s ht u q L .1 2
 .Proof. a Suppose to the contrary that for some i and k, t s
 k .  k .ht a w ) ht a w q L s q. By Remark 4.11, there exist b , . . . , b g Ji i i i 1 1 ty1
 . ksuch that 0 / b ??? b a w g L l Soc Af. Then for some c g fJf ,ty1 1 i i 1
 k .  k .  k .b ??? t a w c g S and ht a w c s t s ht a w c q L . Since sub-ty1 1 i i i i i 1
modules Aak w c q L and Aak w q L of M have the same top Ae rJe ,i i 1 i i 1 i i
Aak w c q L s Aaky jw q L for some j G 1. Therefore,i i 1 i i 1
ak w c q L s b aky jw q L q ??? qb a piy1 w q L .  .i i 1 kyj i i 1 p y1 i i 1i
p iyky1 k .for some b , . . . , b g K with b / 0. Now a a w c sky j p y1 kyj i i ii
a piy1 w c s 0 since a piy1 w g Soc A and c g J. However,i i i i A
a piyky1 b aky jw q L s b a piyjy1 w q L / L , .i kyj i i 1 kyj i i 1 1
piyky1 k .which implies that a a w c q L / 0, a contradiction. Hence, wei i i 1
 k .  k .must have that ht a w s ht a w q L for all i and k.i i i i 1
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 .   k . < 4b Note that A a w q L 1 F i F n and 0 F k F p y 1 is thei i 1 i
 k <collection of local submodules of M. It follows that a w q L 1 F i F ni i 1
4and 0 F i F p y 1 is a minimal E-local basis of M. Then D j Z must bei
a minimal basis of A whenever D is a minimal basis of L ; otherwise, in1
 .  k < 4view of a , a w q L 1 F i F n and 0 F k F p y 1 cannot be a minimali i 1 i
basis of M.
 .c Let u s b z q ??? qb z with z , . . . , z g Z and b , . . . , b g1 1 k k 1 k 1 k
 .  .K. From b and Remark 1.3 e , we have
<ht u s max ht z i s 1, . . . , k and b / 0 4 .  .i i
<s max ht z q L i s 1, . . . , k and b / 0 s ht u q L . 4 .  .i 1 i 1
 .  .Similarly, ht u s ht u q L .2
THEOREM 4.13. Suppose that A is a uniform A-bimodule. Then for any
faithful finite A-contexts M and N, there exist canonical E-local bases X and
ÇÈ ÈM and Y of N such that @ A# s @ A# .X Y
Proof. Denote by U the subspace of A spanned by Z. As K-spaces,
 4A s L [ U s L [ U. Let D s d , . . . , d be a minimal E-local basis1 2 1 1 r
 4of L . Then for some u , . . . , u g U, D s d q u , 1 F i F r form an1 1 r 2 i i
E-local basis of L .2
 .  .  .Claim that ht d ) ht u for 1 F i F r. Suppose not. Say, ht d Fi i i
 .  .ht u s m . According to Lemma 4.12, ht u q L s m too. So we mayi i i 1 i
m iy1  .choose a g J with au q L / 0 in M. It is clear from Remark 1.3 ai 1
 .  .  .   .that ht au s 1 and ht ad F 1. Since ht ad q au F max ht ad ,i i i i i
 .4   ..  .ht au , ht a d q u s 0 or 1. If ht ad q au s 0, then au s yad gi i i i i i i
 .  .Soc L . If ht ad q au s 1, then au s au q ad y ad g Soc L q1 i i i i i i 2
Soc L s Soc L . Either contradicts the fact that au q L / 0 in M. That1 1 i 1
proves the claim. One consequence of this claim is that D is a minimal2
basis of L .2
Now rename the elements of Z as z , . . . , z so that by writing x for1 m i
z q L and y for z q L we have minimal canonical bases X si 1 i i 2
 4  4x , . . . , x and Y s y , . . . , y for M and N, respectively. Let @ A# s1 m 1 m X
 .@ r # and @ A# s @t #. Note that c x s y for k s 1, . . . , m. Hence,i j Y i j k k
Ar A s At A for any i and j. We want to establish that r qi j i j i j
Rad Ar A s t q Rad At A for all i and j.i j i j i j
 4 Let X 9 s d , . . . , d , z , . . . , z and Y 9 s d q u , . . . , d q1 r 1 m 1 1 r
4  .u , z , . . . , z . According to Lemma 4.12 b , X 9 and Y 9 are minimalr 1 m
 .E-local bases of A. Let s : A ª M K be the matrix representation ofrqm
 .A determined by the basis X 9 and let x : A ª M K be the matrixrqm
representation of A determined by the basis Y 9. Then s s r andrq i, rqj i j
x s t . To simplify writing, we consider only a special case whererq i, rqj i j
 4Y 9 s d q u z , d , . . . , d , z , . . . , z1 k 2 r 1 m
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 .  .for some z g Z with ht z - ht d and some nonzero u g K. Thek k 1
general case can be then proved inductively.
Let a g A, and suppose that
az s b d q ??? qb d q a z q ??? qa zj 1 j 1 r j r 1 j 1 m j m
s b d q u z q ??? qb d q a z q ??? .1 j 1 k r j r 1 j 1
q a y ub z q ??? qa z . ) . .k j 1 k m j m
Then
t a s a s r a if i / k , .  .i j i j i j
and
t a s a y ub s r a y us a if i s k . .  .  .i j i j 1 j i j 1 j
That is,
t s r for i / k ; and t s r y us .i j i j k j k j 1 j
 w x .HIt remains to show that s belongs to Rad Ar A s Rad T x : Ax .1 j k j j k j
 .Choose a local element b of A as in Remark 4.4 c so that Rad Ar A sk j
  w x ..HAbA q T x : Ax .j k j
 w x .  .Now let a g AbA q T x : Ax . We need s a s 0; or, more specif-j k j 1 j
 .  w x .  w x .ically, b s 0 in ) . Since AbA q T x : Ax F Ax q T x : Ax ,1 j j k j k j k j
 .it follows from ) that
ax s az q L s a x q ??? qa x g Ax .j j 1 1 j 1 m j j k
Applying Remark 1.3 and Lemma 4.12, we have that
ht z s ht x G ht ax s ht a x q ??? qa x .  .  .  .k k j 1 j 1 m j m
s ht a z q ??? qa z . .1 j 1 m j m
Suppose that b / 0. Then1 j
ht b d q ??? qb d G ht b d ) ht z G ht a z q ??? qa z . .  . .  .1 j 1 r j r 1 j 1 k 1 j j m j m
Since
az s b d q ??? qb d q a z q ??? qa z , . .j 1 j 1 r j r 1 j 1 m j m
 .it follows from Remark 1.3 b that
ht az s ht b d q ??? qb d ) ht z . .  . .j 1 j 1 r j r k
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On the other hand, Az M and Ax both are local submodules of M withj j
the same height and the same top; necessarily Az M s Ax . As a result,j j
ht az F ht AaAz M s ht AaAx F ht Ax s ht Az s ht z , .  .  .  . .  .j j j k k k
a contradiction. Hence, b s 0 and the proof is complete.1 j
The spectral matrix of a canonical Jordan module is defined via a basis
that is the union of canonical bases of its local uniform summands.
Combined with Theorem 3.11, Theorem 4.9 can be evidently extended to
the spectral matrices of canonical Jordan representations of A.
THEOREM 4.14. If A is an algebra of finite context type, the spectral
matrices of canonical Jordan representations of A are unique up to similarity
by a diagonal matrix o¨er K and a permutation matrix.
We call the spectral matrices of canonical Jordan representations the
spectral Jordan canonical form of A. But in order for this concept to be
useful, we have to find ways to compare special Jordan canonical forms of
distinct algebras. Like ordinary matrix representations, it is the relation
between the entries of the spectral Jordan canonical form that really
matters.
ÈLet @ A# s @ r # be the spectral Jordan canonical form of A inducedÈi j
 .by the matrix representation @ A# s @ r # of A. Suppose that ) r si j i j
 .b r q ??? qb r in @ A#. Let I s  Ar A and J I s1 i j p i j 1F k F p i j1 1 p p k k
 .  .Rad I . From ) we obtain a linear combination in IrJ IA A
r q J I s b r q J I q ??? qb r q J I . )) .  .  .  . .  .i j 1 i j p i j1 1 p p
 .  .If r q J I / 0 in IrJ I , the natural isomorphismi jk k
Ar A q J I rJ I ( Ar ArAr A l J I .  .  . .i j i j i jk k k k k k
s Ar ArRad Ar Ai j i jk k k k
 .  .identifies r q J I with r . Thus, )) can be views as an instance ofÈi j i jk k k k
 < 4linear dependence concerning elements of r 1 F i, j F M , which isÈi j
called a linear T-dependence. In particular, r is a linear T-combination ofÈi j
 .  .r , 1 F k F p, if r q J I / J I . T-dependence structure and T-cycleÈi j i jk k ÇÈ  .structure of @ A# or of @ A# are defined in terms of linear T-dependence.
Theorem 4.14 says that the T-dependence structure of the spectral
Jordan canonical form is unique up to similarity by a diagonal matrix and a
permutation matrix. With the help of Lemma 4.5, the T-dependence
Èstructure of @ A# can be computed effectively. So it is possible to determine
whether two K-algebras have the same spectral Jordan canonical forms.
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5. AN EXAMPLE
EXAMPLE 5.1. Suppose that
b1c 0 e f
b20 d g hA s and M s .
b0 0 a b 3 0  00 0 0 a b4
Then the two-sided socle of A
0 0 0 f
0 0 0 gS s ,
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
which has dimension 2 over K.
a. One checks that A and M satisfy Corollary 3.2. Thus M is a
faithful finite representation context of A. Set
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0x s , x s , x s , x s .1 2 3 40 0 1 0 0  0  0  0
0 0 0 1
The associated directed graph G isM
v xvx 21 66
v x6 3
v x4
b. The A-module N s MrAx [ MrAx is a canonical Jordan mod-1 2
ule of A. For 1 F i F 4, let u s x q Ax and ¨ s x q Ax . Then Y si i 1 i i 2
 4u , u , u , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ is an E-local basis of N and the matrix representa-2 3 4 1 3 4
tion of A determined by Y is
d g h c e f
Ç@ A# s q .0 a b 0 a bY  0  00 0 a 0 0 a
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c. Let
0 0 e f
0 0 g hP s .
0 0 a b 0
0 0 0 a
Note that P is an indecomposable projective A-module with
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0End P s .A 0 0 a b 0
0 0 0 a
For each pair a , b g K,
0 0 e a e
0 0 g b g
L sa , b 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
is a left ideal of A. Since S l L s 0 and dim PrL s 4, PrL isa , b K a , b a , b
a faithful A-module with a finite submodule lattice. For 0 / l g K,
0 0 e mrl e0 0 le me  .0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 lg m g 0 0 g mrl g .L s s0, 0 0 0 l m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0  00 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
s L .mrl , m rl
By Proposition 1.4, PrL ( PrL if and only if a s b. More gener-0, 0 a , b
ally, PrL ( PrL if and only if a y b s G y 0. Hence, there area , b G, 0
infinitely many faithful A-modules with a finite submodule lattice.
d. To consider the representations of A afforded by PrL and0, 0
PrL , denote the elements of A2, 3
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, , ,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0  0  0  0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
by a , a , a , and a . Then1 2 3 4
 4X s a q L , . . . , a q L1 0, 0 4 0, 0
FINITE CONTEXT TYPE, I 785
and
 4X 9 s a q L , . . . , a q L L1 2, 3 4 2, 3
are E-local bases of PrL and PrL , respectively. From direct compu-0, 0 2, 3
tation we have
c 0 e f c 0 e f y 2 e
0 d g h 0 d g h y 3g@ A# s and @ A# s ,X X 9
0 0 a b 0 0 a b 0  0
0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a
and that x ª a q L , 1 F i F 4, extend to an A-module isomorphismi i 0, 0
from M to PrL .0, 0
ÇÈ Èe. Applying Lemma 4.5, one sees immediately that @ A# s @ A# .X X 9
f. @ A# and @ A# have the same dependence structure. Thus asX X 9
 .subsets of M K , @ A# s @ A# . In spite of that PrL and PrL are4 X X 9 0, 0 2, 3
not isomorphic A-modules.
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